STAR PASTING ACTIVITY
Star Pasting Activity helps the children to
develop their imagination when they create
their own patterns, shapes and figures with
stars. So, to enhance the imagination of the
students, a Star Pasting Activity from class Pre
Nursery to I was conducted in which students
got an opportunity to make different shapes
and figures with stars. They really enjoyed it.

NOTEBOOK DECORATION
COMPETITION
Attractive notebooks allow students to raise their grades and
help them in organizing everyday activities in a creative,
colourful and meaningful way. Keeping the same in mind,
A Notebook Decoration Competition was held on 7 April
2018. Students decorated their notebooks in different ways
by using visual intelligence by including visual elements like
graphs, maps, illustration picwords, visual metaphors etc.
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TEACHERS’INTENSIVE
WORKSHOP
Workshops and seminars provide a platform to
learn the new pedagogies of teaching. To enhance
the teaching skills of the teachers, the school organised Teachers’ Intensive Workshop from 4 June
to 9 June 2018. Many scholars guided the teachers
and the teachers improved themselves a lot.

FUN WITH SHAPES
Learning by doing is an interesting method.
Creating Shapes and playing with them are all
great ways to learn what shapes look like. In the
same context, Fun With Shapes Activity was
conducted from Pre Nur to 1st. Students really
loved activity when they made tree, heart
rainbow wall, house, dinosaur etc.

SHALA PRAVESH CEREMONY
To seek the blessings of Almighty God before the commencement of the
session 2018-19, Shala Pravesh Ceremony was organized on 2 April 2018.
The ceremony started with felicitous Hawan Ceremony. Vedic Mantras
filled the school campus with aura of spirituality.

WORLD MIGRATORY BIRD DAY

Telephone:0130-2222274 / 2221274 E-mail: rishikulsnp@gmail.com
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To highlight the need to protect migratory birds and
their habitats, second weekend of May is celebrated
as the ‘World Migratory Bird Day’. To follow the
footsteps of EFTA that aims to conserve Migratory
Birds, Rishikulians celebrated this day on 13 April,
18 and introduced the ways to save them through
Slogans, Paintings and Speeches.
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HINDI POEM
RECITATION
COMPETITION

COLOURING ACTIVITY

To develop and encourage the speaking
skills and uplift the
confidence of the children a “Hindi Poem Recitation Competition” was organised on 5 May 2018
from class II to VIII. Students recited poems and
showed their skills in pronunciation, voice modulation, memory and presentation .Honourable
judges appreciated and applauded the winners.

To make the children innovative and to provide them an element of fun and excitement,
a Colouring Activity from class Pre-Nur to I
was organized on 12 May 2018 in the school in
which little stars coloured different figures and
had a sense of pride and achievement.

SUMMER CAMP
Summer season is considered to be the
hottest season.The scorching heat of May
and June irritates everyone.But to beat
this heat,our school organized a summer
camp from 4 June 18 to 13 June 18. The
students participated in it enthusiastically
and learnt many new things.The closing
ceremony was held on 14 June 18.The
chief guest Advocate Hemant Sharma
praised the show and motivated all

MOTHER’S DAY CARD MAKING
ACTIVITY
There is one relationship in this life which effortlessly
scores above all other known relationships on this earth
and that is the mother & child relationship. So , to generate this relationship the school conducted Mother’s Day
Card Making Activity on 12 May18 from class II-VIII in
which students made beautiful cards for their mothers
and expressed their unbeatable love for them.

BOUNCING PAD
ACTIVITY
To make the kids feel happy, thrilled,
elated and active, an activity entitled
‘Bouncing Pad’ was held on 9 April
18. In this activity students from
class Pre Nur to I participated and
had a lot of fun.

POSTER MAKING COMPETITION
To develop the hidden talent of the students , a
Poster Making Competition was organised from
class II to VII on 16 April 18. In this competition
, students showed their abilities through art by
expressing their feelings in the form of quotations ,
paintings , sketches etc .The winners are as follows:
Name

PRIMARY GROUP

Dhruv
Manik
Aakanksha

Class Position

VA
VA
VA

I
II
III

Name

MIDDLE GROUP

Sana
Hansika
Sneha

Class

VIIA
VIIA
VIIIA

Position

I
II
III

LANDSCAPE MAKING
COMPETITION
A Landscape Making Competition was held
from class II to V on 5 May 18 Students made
different attractive landscapes of mountains,
rivers, rural areas, grasslands, gardens, forests
and other different sceneries

MOTHER’S DAY
It is truly said that God could not be everywhere and therefore he made
mothers, So, to appreciate and honour the mothers of the family as well
as the maternal bonds , Mother’s Day is celebrated all over the world. So
following the same tradition “Mother’s Day” was celebrated on 7 May18
in the school. Students delivered speeches, recited poems, sang songs and
presented a skit to express their love for their mothers.
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